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Time Decay for Fermion Systems with Persistent Vacuum

by E. B. Davies1) and J.-P. Eckmann

Département de Physique Théorique, Université de Genève

(4. VIII. 75)

Abstract. We consider the relaxation to equilibrium of a system coupled to an infinite fermion
reservoir at zero temperature. In the weak coupling limit, we obtain an exponential decay law for
the system. In contrast to earlier solutions of such problems, we allow for certain self-interactions
of the particles of the reservoir which do not polarise the vacuum but which may influence the
exponential decay law.

1. Introduction

We consider a system represented by a Hilbert space 6 coupled to an infinite
fermion reservoir at zero temperature represented by a Fermion Fock space 5 with
single particle space 2? which may typically be LZ(R3). For every gei" there is a
bounded field operator a(g) on % satisfying

a(g)a(h) + a(h)a(g) 0,

a(g)a*(h) + a*(h)a(g) Qi, g^l, (1.1)

a(g)Q. 0,

where Q. is the Fock vacuum. The Hamiltonian of the combined system is defined on
<S ® ff and is taken to be

Hi, He <g> 1 + 1 <g> H§ + XH„ (1.2)

where He is the system Hamiltonian, H§ is the reservoir Hamiltonian and H is the
interaction between the two. We study the time evolution under these dynamics. The
initial state is taken to be if) <gi Q, where <p e 6 is arbitrary. The state of the system 6 at
time t X~2r is given in the interaction picture by the density matrix

PM trff[e»V e-*»^ ® D><0 <g> Q| e*»** e-*»«*], (1.3)

where H0 H,,\K=0. Obviously pÂ(r) is a non-negative operator on © with tre[pA(r)]
equal to ||^||2.

Our main theorems, 2.3 and 2.5, show that under certain conditions the limit of
weak coupling at long times, limA_0 Px(T), with the rescaled time t X2t being fixed,
exists and is given by a closed expression. The proof consists of two parts, the main
one being the determination of a renormalised Hamiltonian /ffEN of the same form

») Supported by the Fonds National Suisse.
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as Hx but acting on a new Hilbert space 6 <g> cjren suc^ tnat tn£ reservoir Hamiltonian
on ft*™ is quadratic ('free') and

Hm (p*(r) - p?EN(r)} 0. (1.4)
A->0

Using the results of an earlier paper [1] we are then able to show that

lim p?EN(r) eK»lp(0), (1.5)
A-.0

where K* is an operator acting .on the space of trace class operators on <S, which in
principle can be explicitly computed from Hx.

In contrast to earlier work the reservoir Hamiltonian is taken to be

H§=Hz + aV, (1.6)

where H^ is the free reservoir Hamiltonian whose single particle restriction is called S,
a is a small (non-zero) constant and V is a polynomial in the field operators which
annihilates the vacuum. Our technique is to expand in powers of a, which necessitates
some regularity of V such as a space cut-off, which we shall discuss in Section 3. We
leave as open problems the case with vacuum polarisation and the generalisation to
positive temperatures. These problems involve essentially the same difficulty, namely
that it is not clear how to combine the Gellman-Low formula with the trick of partial
contractions which is essential to our method.

We shall take the system-reservoir interaction term to be

H, Q <g> {a(g°) + a*(g0)}, (1.7)

where g° is suitably smooth and Q is bounded, but our methods can be extended to
cover the case

H Q® a*(/i) • • • a*(/n) + adjoint, (1.8)

where a* a or a*, with only slight extra complications. The Lee type hypothesis of
[1] that/, ...,/„ have disjoint supports in momentum space is not necessary. If,
however,

<a*(/) • • • a*(/n)Ü, Ü>5 # 0, (1.9)

then the operator A00 of [1] is non-zero and one should use the modified form of the
theory of master equations in [2] to solve the renormalized problem.

2. The Main Estimates

The Hamiltonian of the system is taken to be

M

Hx He ® 1 + 1 <8> Hey + «1 <g> 2 vrs + Aô ® {«(S°) + a*(g°)), (2.1)
r.s l

where all terms except Vrs have been defined in Section 1. We suppose Vrs V* and
that

Vrs Jk3 dxa*(gl) ¦ ¦ ¦ a*(g'x)a(gx+1) ¦ • • a(gx+% (2.2)
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where gris the translate of gr by a distance x in space multiplied by h(x), where A is a

space cut-off function of compact support. The vectors (gl, ¦.., grx+s) may depend on
r, s. Because fermion field operators are bounded, Vrs axe bounded operators and it is

easy to prove the self-adjointness of HA. The conditions r, s > 1 ensure that

VrsQ 0, V*Q. 0. (2.3)

Our estimates are based on the main assumption that the test functions g* which occur
in the Hamiltonian satisfy inequalities of the type

\<eistgkx,g>y\ 4 G(x-y,t), (2.4)

where GeL1^). Conditions under which (2.4) is satisfied are discussed in Section 3.
For any bounded operator B on {y we define

<Z?> <B£l, Q>5, (2.5)

Bt eitHBe-itH, (2.6)

while if B is an operator on <5 (g) {J we define

Bt emHe®1 + 1®H'5»Be~iKHe®1 + 1®H'3». (2.7)

Lemma 2.1. There exists an expansion

pAr) J An*+n<«mpmnanc.(t), (2.8)

with bounds

||Pmnonc(0ll < Cm + "«+ »./" + ".+ »c/(m + na + nc)\, (2.9)

and

llPmn^OII < C» + ". + "»/"./»o!, (2.10)

where

«o xnin(na,nc). (2.11)

Proof. We start with the formula

2 2' (-i)mJrn« + n'Xn* + ncam

m,na,nc>0 (m,na,nc)
m + ria + ncn ni -r ria -r ric

x TI dttBL
jo<h<:<tm+na+nc<t j=\ '

Here,
B> Qf ® V

where for m values off,
Qf 0 y' 1 ® p-r(y)sw> 1 < r(J), s(j) < M,

and for nc values ofj,
Q' ®y Q 0 a*(g°),

and for na values off,
Of <8> V* Q <g) a(g°).

(2.12)

(2.13)
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The summation 2' is over the at most A M2 + 2 possible choices for the B7
Substituting (2.12) into (1.3), we get

pAt) 2 2' 2' (-0"' An"1+ncl+,,«2+"c2 ami+m2

dh dSjQf}x - ¦ ¦ Qix\iPy<maAx ' ' ' QÌC* (2.14)

ttii,noi,nei>0 (mi,nai,nci) (m2,n02,nC2)

\

where rfy na, + «c, + m„j 1, 2.
The coefficients pmnan(;(0 of equation (2.8) are defined to be the finite partial sums

in equation (2.14) with mx + m2 m, naX + na2 na, ncX + nc2 nc.
The estimate equation (2.9) is then a consequence of the boundedness of all

operators Qf and V in equation (2.14). We use this bound only to establish that the
series (2.8) converges.

We now proceed to the bound equation (2.10) which is the first main estimate of
this paper. Since Q is bounded, we have

iipaWi < 2 \x\n°+n°\*\mcm+n*+n< 2 2"
m,na,nc>0 k 0

XL
* \<vc\'"vc:z:::A (215)

J^k.m +na +nc -k a c

where 2* is the sum over all choices of the V subject to the conditions (2.13) and

Al, {re Rfc+,|0 < f! < • • ¦ < ffc < /; r > tk+i >¦¦¦> tk+l> 0}. (2.16)

The main idea of the proof of equation (2.10) is a resummation of (2.15) based on an
indexing by the type of vertex occurring. We introduce some notation.

Let "K, "P" be two finite unordered collections of vertices V1. We define the
following functions of V, V' :

na(nc) the number of V a(g°)(V> a*(g0)) in the set fuf;
n0 inf(na, nc),

v \r\, v' \r'\.
We rewrite equation (2.15) as

«pa(t)h< 2 |A|B"+N«lm 2",/(^ir')' <2-18)
m,no,nc*0 -T rV

where2" is over those choices of "f, "f" for which na, nc take the values given by the
first summation, v + v' — na — nc m, and I("T, tP~'), is the corresponding integral
and summation of (2.15).

The proof of inequality (2.10) is then an immediate consequence of the following :

Lemma 2.2. With the notation (2.17), one has the bound

I(r,-r') < C"+"'r"o/„0!. (2.19)
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Indeed,

< C "c sup I(ft V),

735

(2.20)

n., and thewhere the sup is over "T, "P" with fixed na, nc and m v + v' — na
factor comes from arranging the M + 2 types of vertices into the sets "P~, "P"'.

Proof. We suppose for definiteness that na 5= nc, the opposite case being obtained
by a left-right annihilation-creation symmetry. Since H$ is a free Hamiltonian

(4(g) a*(e'stg). (2.21)

Therefore the vacuum expectation values can be expanded in terms of two-point
functions in the usual way [3]. We shall use the language of Hepp freely but our
estimates depend on doing only some of the contractions in the calculation of vacuum
expectation values. We 'draw' creators to the left and annihilators to the right.

Definitions. For every type of vertex (Vrs or a(g°) or a*(g°)) which has at least
one annihilation leg we pick one of them and call it the selected annihilation leg of
that vertex. A graph is a linear arrangement of vertices of specified type labelled by
times indexed in increasing order from left to right; each selected annihilation leg is
contracted to some creation leg in such a way that there are no loops. A diagram is a

diagram

graph

Figure 1

graph in which the condition of absence of loops is replaced by the stronger condition
that each selected annihilation leg is contracted to a creation leg on its right. Each
connected component of a graph contains exactly one a*(g°) and therefore there are
exactly nc connected components in a graph.

By contracting the selected annihilation legs and by Wick's theorem, we obtain

\«r, r')\ < C-»' 2 f dt \dxFd(x,t), (2.22)

where 3> is the set of all diagrams, x xu..., xv+v- and t tu..., tv+v,. The
constant term arises by estimating the uncontracted legs using the norm boundedness of
fermi field operators,

\\a*(<r*g«) llslWI (2.23)
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It also accounts for the number of orderings of the vertices in V and "f"'. For each

contraction in a diagram d there is a factor

K^-V**, gi,>|, (2-24)

where we adopt the convention g° g° ¦ S(x). Finally Fd is the product of the bounds
(2.4) on the factors (2.24) for all contractions occurring in d.

We now define © with v, v', naj, nci fixed to be the set of all graphs and 0» to be the
set of all permutations of 1,..., v, and of v + 1,..., v + v'. We define a one-one map
(tt, d) -> (w, g) of 0 x 3i -+7P x © by permuting the time indices of d with rr and
then rearranging the vertices and links simultaneously so that the time indices are
again in increasing order from left to right, to obtain the graph g. (See Fig. 1 where
_. _ /"123456789-v 177 — U34829567.I.)

For each ir e 0» we consider the region

A„ {0 < tMX) 4 4 tMv} 4t,0 4 tMv+v-, 4.4 tMv + i) 4 t) (2.25)

to be a subset of the hypercube

<$ [0, t]v+v'.

Finally we associate a function F3 to each graph g in the same way as for diagrams, so
that

f dt\dxFd(x,tn) f dt {dxFg(x, t). (2.26)
Ja„ J Ja„ J

Then

\I(r,r')\ 4 Cm+n 2 2 (»I»'!)'1 f dt \dxFa(x,tA
de® net? Jâ" J

< Cm+n 2 2 iv'-v'iy1 f dt ïdxFg(x,t)

Cm + n y (vlv'l)-^ dt [dxFg(x, t) (2.27)

< Cm + n(v\v'\y1sup [ dt \dxFg(x, t)
ge© te J

4 Cm + n(v\v'A1Cm + ntnc,

by the integrability of G, equation (2.4) ; integration over each of the nc components of
g g © contributes one time factor t but no space factor because each component
contains a contraction to a*(g°).

Now

|©| ^ (Af2 + 2)v + v"(mM + nc)(mM + nc - 1) ¦ ¦ ¦ (mM + nc - m - na + 1)

*S C + V'(m + na)\ (2.28)
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The factors M2 + 2 count the number of choices of vertices, the remaining factors
the number of possible contractions. Therefore

I(T, r") 4 Cm + n(v\ v'\)-l(m + «„)! tn'

4 Cm+ntn°/nc\ (2.29)

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
Returning to equation (2.14) we see that by completely contracting the vacuum

expectation value we obtain

Pm.na.nnit) 2 P^aAO (2-30)
k

where pk is the sum of all terms whose completely contracted graphs have k connected
components. Our first main theorem is then as follows:

Theorem 2.3. There is an a0 > 0 such that for |a| < a0 and r < oo,

lim pAt) 2 »m Vn«mPmnn (A"V). (2.31)
A~*° «,a1~i\ *-*o

Proof The proof is in two steps. By equation (2.10)

IIPaWI < 2 \Hn" + nHm\\Pm,na,nc(t)\\
00

< 2 2 2 \X\n« + nc\a\mCm + n° + nctn<:/nc\ (2.32)
m 0 0 S nc « n„ < °o

2 J (C|A|)"(C|a|HCA207"!
m.n,p 0

Therefore the series (2.30) converges uniformly in A in regions |A|, |a| < 1/2C,
0 4 r 4 t0, where t0 < oo is arbitrary. Therefore

lim pAt) J I™ An° + "c«mPmnaJA-2r). (2.33)
m,na,nc 0

~*

It remains to prove that for each fixed m, na, nc,

lim AWPrWc(A-2r) Kanc Hm A2"«pmn<,no(A-2r), (2.34)

or equivalently, if 2k < na + nc, then

hm AV.C(»"!') 0. (2.35)

By repeating the arguments of Lemma 2.2 but with fully contracted graphs and without

trying to control the dependence of the constants on m, na, nc one obtains

l|pJU,nc(0ll < CP. (2.36)

Therefore \Xna+ncP-\nanjjX-2r)\ 4 C\X\n*+nc-2krk which converges to zero unless
2k na + nc, and this proves the theorem.

We now claim that there is a renormalized problem which produces exactly the
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terms on the right hand side of (2.31). The renormalised reservoir Hamiltonian is
quadratic. The renormalised problem is therefore exactly soluble by the techniques of
Davies [1, 2]. In general the Hamiltonian is slightly complicated to write down so we
consider just a few simple but typical cases.

The simplest case is described in the following corollary, where we explicitly
exhibit the dependence of pn(r) on a, which has previously been suppressed.

Corollary 2.4. If Vrs 0 unless r ^ 2 and s ^ 2 then

lim pl(r) lim pl(r). (2.37)

In other words the reservoir self-interaction has no effect on the system in the weak
coupling limit.

Proof. If m > 0 then every completely contracted graph has fewer than n0

components. Therefore the only contributing terms are those with m 0, in other
words the same as the terms for the Hamiltonian obtained by putting a 0.

In the next case a new phenomenon, that of a mass renormalisation, is introduced.
We take

V& V2i j dxa*(g1x)a*(gx)a(gx) (2.38)

and all the other Vrs 0. We also make an assumption of Lee type, that g1, g2 have
supports in momentum space which are disjoint from the support of g° and g3.

Theorem 2.5. There exists a renormalised Hamiltonian

//~BBN He ® 1 + 1 ® /Y5ben + «1 <8) WREN + XQ{b(g° © 0) + b*(g° © 0)}

(2.39)

such that WREN is quadratic in the field operators and

lim pA(r) lim pREN(r). (2.40)
A-0 A->0

Proof The renormalised Fock space is defined as the fermion Fock space whose
single particle space is

^REN =^0/g^ (2.41)
antl

which is a subspace of the original Fock space. Then /7BEN is the free Hamiltonian on
cren whose restriction to ^fREN is

5ren 5®(i®5 + 5g)i). (2.42)

If g e ^fREN we denote the corresponding field operator on ffBBN by b(g). Defining
gx e ^rRBN by

gx =0©a*(gi)fl*(g5)Q, (2.43)

the operator W is defined as

W=\ dxb*(gx)b(gx) + adjoint. (2.44)
Jr3
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The Hamiltonian #RBN is of the general type to which Theorem 2.3 applies. The only
observation needed to prove the theorem is that

Pl,n,nit) Pm.n.nit)*™, (2-45)

because the corresponding completely contracted graphs are those for which each
component is a chain of the form

A^AT^yAA
Figure 2

We stress that the value of the above reductions depends upon the fact that the
renormalised problem is exactly soluble by the methods of [1]. This is seen by writing

//AREN He <g> 1 + 1 <g> #fBN(«) + XQ ® {b(g° © 0) + b*(g° © 0)},

where H^Ei,(d) is a free Hamiltonian on $JREN determined by its restriction to ^fBEN,

5BEN 5©(5®l + l(g>S) + af dxh(x)\gxy<gx\ + adjoint.
JDS3

The existence and form of

lim pBEN(r)

is given in [1] in terms of Q, He, g° and 5REN under certain conditions which may be
verified without too much difficulty in our case.

3. Discussion and Extensions of the Model

All our calculations have been based heavily on the estimate (2.4) where G e L1(R4),
which is unfortunately too strong for most applications. If the single particle space
is •#" L2(U3) and S - A, and if g'x(y) gr(x + y) then in momentum space
variables

<etstgl g2> J dkg\k)g2(k) exp i{k2t+k-x), (3.1)

which cannot lie in L^R4) because it is the Fourier transform of a distribution on K4

supported on the surface

{(k, E):k2 E}. (3.2)

We now give a few examples of how the necessary régularisation can be achieved.

Example 1. We show that the conditionn G e L1(R4) can be satisfied if one includes
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a space cut-off function h of compact support as assumed so far. A direct computation
shows that if S - A and ali gT e L1 n L2 then

\<eiStg'x, gsy\ 4 ch(x)(i +t2y™
G(x, t) (3.3)

Example 2. Another method of circumventing the infinite volume difficulties
consists of attaching a second reservoir independently to each point in space [4]. In
the crudest possible form this amounts to choosing the single particle space to be

L2(R4), the fourth variable representing the degrees of freedom of the second reservoir.
The Hamiltonian is

(St)(x, E)=~2^2 4>(x, E) + EiKx, E), (3.4)

and each of the gx defining the Hamiltonian HK is taken to be

gx(y, E)=f(y + xW(E). (3.5)

where/r and hr lie in Schwartz space. Then

<ys'gi,g2> f/1(Ä:)/2(Ä:)Ä1(^)Ä2(£) exp i{k2t + kx + Et) dk dt
(3.6)

u(t)vt(x),

where u lies in Schwartz space and

vt(k) f\k)f2(k)e^K (3.7)

Now

\\vt\\x 4 ||(1 - A)vi\\2 4 C(\ + t2), (3.8)

since/1 and/2 lie in Schwartz space. Therefore

^ dx dt\<.eistgx, g2>\ < Cjdt\u(t)\(l + t2)
(3.9)

< oo.

Therefore our theory applies to this model even in the case without space cut-off but
it is clear that the dissipation is caused by the second reservoir.

Example 3. To illustrate the difficulties of the infinite volume problem without
régularisation, we consider a simple exactly soluble case. We put <3f L2(R3),
S — A and suppose the only non-zero Vrs is

Vn f a*(gx)a(gx) dx, (3.10)

where g lies in Schwartz space. Then formally

Vn \ \g(k)\2a*(k)a(k)dk (3.11)
J«3
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where g is the Fourier transform of g.
One may take ftREN ft and

//RE» f {k2 + a\g(k)\2}a*(k)a(k)dk, (3.12)
Jk3

so that the renormalised single particle Hamiltonian is

(S™"+)(k) {k2 + a\g(k)\2)ip(k). (3.13)

A prerequisite for decay is that the two-point function

GJit) <eiS«BENf//> (3.14)

converges to zero as t -> oo. In this connection the following lemma, which may be

proved by integration by parts, is relevant.

Lemma 3.1. Iff g e Sr° and/vanishes in some neighbourhood of zero in momentum

space then for sufficiently small real a,

lim GJt) 0. (3.16)

The existence of an infra-red problem is however revealed by the fact that the above
lemma may fail without the condition on/. By careful choice of g, in Schwartz space,
one may in fact arrange that SREN has non-empty point spectrum for a set of real a
with an accumulation point at zero.

An entirely different example suggests that it may be impossible to construct a
successful infinite volume theory which does not make serious use of the reality of the
coupling constant a.

Indeed suppose that/ g axe spherically symmetric, and write all expressions in
terms of the radial variable. Then one has the

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that/ g axe C °° with compact support in (0, oo) and that
g(k) k on supp(/) A 0- Then there exist arbitrarily small complex a such that
GJt) does not lie in L\U).

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that for all |a| < 8, GJt) lies in L1(R). Then
a ->• Ga is an analytic L1(R)-valued function. If ~ is the Fourier transform it follows
that a -> Ga is an analytic function with values in the space of continuous functions
on R, so for all y e R, a -» ôjy) is an analytic function.

Now if a is real,

GJt) C4rrk2\f(k)\2 exp{itk2(l + a)} dk

r°°jUy_ I y1'2 \ 2 dy
Jo 1 +CC J\(k + ay2j 2y1'2(k + a)1'2 ' V '

(3.18)

so

V1'2
GJy) -JL~~

(1 + a)3 // y1'2 \
l(i + «)1I2J
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Taking y112 to be the smallest number in supp/ one has GJy) 0 for small a > 0
but ôjy) ± 0 for small a < 0, so ôjy) cannot be analytic around a 0.
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